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ABSTRACT 
Maintaining ground stability in the gate roads, particularly the 
tailgate, has always been critical to the success of longwall 
mining, both in terms of safety and productivity. Several new 
support technologies have been developed in recent years to 
replace conventional wood and concrete cribbing for secondary 
roof support. Since their performance characteristics are unique, 
the best practices that have been developed with conventional 
wood cribbing may not be applicable for these alternative 
support technologies. Therefore, with so many options to 
consider and the importance of achieving adequate ground 
control at minimal cost, the trial and error approach to tongwail 
gate road support is no longer prudent. This paper discusses a 
design methodology for standing secondary tailgate supports. 
This design technique requires in-mine measurements of tailgate 
support loading and convergence to establish a tailgate ground 
, reaction behavior based on the support and strata interaction. 
The methodology uses the performance characteristics generated 
in the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health 
(MOSH) Mine Roof Simulator (MRS) to match the stiffness and 
load characteristics of various supports to the measured ground 
reaction behavior. It can be used to determine the appropriate - -  
application of alternative roof support systems or to design in- 
mine trials such that a fair and equitable comparison of different 
support systems can be made. A case study i f  the methodology 
at a western Pennsylvania mine site is presented in the paper, 
including a comparison of four alternative support technologies 
to conventional wood and concrete cribbing historically used at 
this particular mine. 
The fongwa!I tailgate srtpporf system mustfla wless~controI 
the tailgate ground conditions. Safety considerations, 
especially the limited escape routes from a longwall face, 
demand that the tailgate entry be a negotiable travelway. The 
location of the face electrjcs, support equipment, and belt line in 
the head gate entries dictate that the tailgate may be the only 
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option for mine workers to escape h m  the face in the event of 
an emergency. A recent example is the longwdl gob fire which 
occurred at a mine in Utah this past year (1998) in which several 
miners evacuatedthmughthe tailgate entry to safety. In addition 
to the emergency travelway requirements, inadquate tailgate 
support that results in poor ground controI and blocked taiIgates 
due to roof falls can severely retard or halt production. The 
heavy reliance by mines on the longwall production for survival 
dictatesthat loss ofproduction forprotracted time period scannot 
be tolerated. Ventilation is another issue that depends on proper 
tailgate support. As the panel lengths continue to increase, 
excessive closure or restriction of the tailgate enhy by the 
deformation and/or density of the standing suppo-t can be 
problematic and potentially unacceptable. In gassy mines, it also 
may be required that the tailgate be kept open inby the longwdl 
face in order to establish effective bleeder ventilation of the 
tailgate area Another important issue to consider is the material 
handling aspects of tailgate supports. Therefore, the onus is on 
the mine engineers to design a support system that maintains 
adequate control of the tailgate ground conditions at all times 
and with minimal ventilation resistance and material handling 
considerations. 
Historically, the importance of ground control has led to very 
conservative applications of tailgate support. Most mines use 
conventional wood crib structures. When properly designed, 
conventional wood cribs provide effective ground control in 
most longwall tailgate entries, and in the past have been cheap 
enough that mines could afford to use a high density of cribs at 
relatively little cost. However, increasing timber costs, 
inconsistent timber quaIity that led to poor crib performance, and 
inadequate supplies of timber for western mines have reduced 
the advantages of conventional wood cribbing, and have 
encouraged many mines to consider other options for tailgate 
support. All of these factors have prompted the support 
manufacturers to develop innovative support technologies as 
alternatives to conventional wood cribbing. 
Today, there are several alternative support technologies that 
have been developed by various support manufacturers and 












